Fact Sheet

Accountants Enterprise

Corporate Compliance
Avoid penalties increase productivity. With just a few keystrokes, Corporate Compliance lets
you complete and manage all your ASIC requirements. This powerful tool dramatically cuts
down the time and cost of record keeping. And it integrates seamlessly with the rest of the
Accountants Enterprise suite because it shares the same database you’re already using.

Reduce the cost of keeping your
clients compliant
Suitable for any size practice, Corporate Compliance generates,

Workflow Wizards simplify your day-to-day operations. The Wizards
help you to bypass irrelevant steps, reduce keystrokes and increase
processing speeds.

downloads and tracks annual statements and all major ASIC forms,

You can download data from ASIC and automatically update

share certificates, standard meeting minutes and management

contact details to save time and increase accuracy. Corporate

reports. You can also create and manage dividend statements

Compliance makes it easy for anyone in your practice to update

and minutes, and it gives you a highly efficient and cost-effective

registers and records, so accounting professionals have more time

way to maintain statutory registers.

to devote to higher value work.

When you change information, it automatically produces

See what’s important quickly and easily

the documentation and list of tasks required by ASIC. It also

You can generate reports and view information in a variety of ways,

cross-references a wealth of information about corporations,

making it easier and faster to analyse complex relationships. For

shareholdings and individuals – so keeping track of relationships

added flexibility, you can print forms, minutes and reports in PDF,

is easy.

Microsoft Word® and other common formats.

Avoid missed deadlines and penalties

Meet the needs of your practice structure

The modern user interface has homepages designed to make

Corporate Compliance supports multiple databases for flexibility

sure you never miss a deadline. Information is easy to view, and

and control within large or more complex practices.

you can instantly find answers to your questions by drilling down
for detailed information.

About Accountants Enterprise

It features helpful prompts to guide you through the options,

The MYOB Accountants Enterprise suite meets the needs of today’s

so it’s simple to navigate and identify tasks when managing your
corporate compliance work. Smart tags prompt you for data that
is mandatory for ASIC reporting requirements, making sure you
don’t miss a thing.

Improve productivity and increase profitability

multi-partner accounting practice. The suite delivers extended
functionality that can be customised to suit your unique workflows
and reporting needs. Through tight integration, key information
such as contacts, employees, security and reporting are accessible
across the suite. Enter data once and it’s automatically shared.

Corporate Compliance allows you to easily manage tasks and

More information

workflows. It tracks the status and flow of documents between

To find out more about Corporate Compliance, please contact your

your practice and ASIC which means you maintain complete

MYOB Client Manager for advice specific to your practice needs.

control and visibility.
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